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Let P(D) denote a linear partial differential operator with constant 
coefficients in n variables, where presumably n > 2. Let N(l), Nt2),..., and 
N(“-l) denote a collection of 12 - 1 linearly independent vectors in R”. Any 
prism with a bounded cross section whose axis of symmetry lies along the 
direction orthogonal to N(l), Nf2),..., N(n-r) can be embedded in a tube of the 
form 
‘j”(N’l’, jj7’2’ ,..., N(+l), R) = (X E Rfi : I+, N’“)j/ < R 
for K = 1, 2 ,..., 72 - 11. 
Conversely, any open prism with bounded cross section whose axis of 
symmetry lies along the direction N orthogonal .to N(l), Ne),..., N(+rJ 
contains some translate of a tube Z!‘(W), Ne),..., N(+r), r) for some T > 0. 
If any factor of P(D) has the property of admitting a P solution with 
support in a tube, then P(D) also has this property. Thus, we may without loss 
of generality assume that P(D) is irreducible in the following sense. 
DEFINITION I. A partial differential operator P(D) is irreducible if P(D) 
cannot be written as 
where both P,(D) and P,(D) have degrees which are strictly less than the 
degree of P(D). 
Thus, it is sufficient to characterize the linear partial differential operators 
P(D) corresponding to which there exists a nontrivial zc in Coo(Rn) such that 
P(D) U(X) = 0 f or all x in R”, and such that the support of u is contained in 
T(N(l),..., N(n-l), R). Thus, let N a nonzero vector which is perpendicular to 
N(k)fork = 1,2 ,..., n- 1. 
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Let us transform coordinates according to the rules 
yk = i x&vj(le) for k = 1, 2,..., n - 1 
i=l 
and 
yn = i XjNj . 
j=l 
Thus, we have that 1(x, IVk))I < R if, and only if, 1 yk ] < R for K = 1,2 ,,.., 
and n - 1. Thus, if we assume that the transformed operator, the representa- 
tion of P(D) in they coordinates, is Q(D), we ask when there exists a nontrivial 
v(y) in Cm(Rz) such that Q(D) u(y) = 0 for all y in Rz and such that the 
support of z(y) is contained in {y ER; : ] yk: 1 $ R for k = 1,2,..., and 
n - l}. We give the complete answer to this question with the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose Q(D) is an irreducible linear partial dz@rential 
operator of positive degree. Then there exists a nontrivial v(y) in Cm(Rt) slcch 
that (i) Q(D) v(y) = 0 fm ally in Rt and (ii) such that the support of v(y) is 
contained in {y ERR : jyk 1 < R for k = 1,2,..., and n - l} if, and only ;f 
Q(D) is up to multiplication by a nommo scalar of the form 
Q(D) = 0,” + 1 aP. (3) 
lal Cm 
Proof. First, suppose that Q(D) has the form (3). By Theorem 3.11 of 
Treves [3], there is a function U(<‘, x,J which is an entire function of c in 
CY-1 and X~ which satisfies 
Q(C’, DA W’, ynn) = 0, (4) 
D;U(5’, 0) = 0 for k = 0, l,..., m - 2, (5) 
D;-W(5’, 0) = 1, (6) 
and 
for all 5’ in G-l and all ym in R, where 
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For all 5’ = ([r , 5s ;..., &+1) in C-l, let us define 
Re 1’ = (Re & , Re &, ,..., Re &+i), 
Im 5’ = (Im jr , Im 5, ,..., Im L), 
and 
I 5’ 14 = (I 51 IQ + I 52 I4 + --- + I L-1 wq W? 
for all numbers q > 1. Notice that our hypothesis tell us that the degree of 
c,(g) regarded as a polynomial in & ,[a ,..., and [+i is necessarily of degree 
k - 1 or smaller. But this means that there is a constant B > 0 depending 
only on Q(D) such that 
We have also that for any B, > ab and any B,' < l/n, where n is a positive 
integer and b is a positive number, that 
and 
(1 + I 5’ Id” < BI (1 + z; I Sk I’). 
We will suppose that $ is a member of C”(R+l) of class y@‘(R+i) (see 
Hormander [2], p. 146) whose support is contained in 
.[(yl ,..., yflJ E Rz-i : 1 ya 1 < R/2 for k = 1,2 ,..., and 1z - 11. 
From the Paley-Wiener Theorem, we deduce that for every C > 0 there is a 
Kc > 0 such that 
I &Cl < & exp ((R/2) I Im 5’ II - C Ig I Re 5k Y). 




Substituting (15) into (14), we deduce that for every C > 0 there exists a 
constant Kc’ = exp(B,C) Kcqo such that 
I &l’)l < Kc’ exp((R/2) I Im 5’ II - C / Re 5’ I:‘“>. (16) 
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We introduce the constant Kg = K{,.-,Bl,, . We deduce that, conversely, 
if (16) is satisfied, then from (13) it follows that (14) is satisfied with Kc 
replaced by Kc . Thus, (16) is a necessary and sufficient condition that 
&‘) be the Fourier transform of a Cm function of Gevry class 6 with support 
in {y E Rn-1 : 1 yk 1 < R/2 for k = 1,2,..., and n - 1). Now we consider 
ti(c, yJ = U(S, y,J J(r). We have that 
8(5’, Qz) fw,Y?J = 0, (17) 
D$i([‘,O) = 0, K = 0, l,.... m - 2, (18) 
Dz-‘6(5’,0) = &5’). (19) 
Combining (7) and (13) we deduce that for some B, > 0 
x exp( 1 y, / B, 1 Re 5’ / y-r)lnz + ( y% j B, 1 Im 5’ 1 :na-l)‘wL). 
There is a constant KS = K&B,/(m - l)!) such that 
I 4L YJ < “: I Y, I’+-lfG’, Y,> SK’, Y,J (20) 
where 
exp(B, 1 y, I / Re 5’ I:+l)‘l,a - 2C j Re 5’ I:‘*) = f(S’, x,) (21) 
and 
exp(l Y,~ I Ba I Im 5’ l:nl-l)lrn + (W) I Im 5’ iJ = g(S’, Q (22) 
Choose 6 so that 1 > l/S > (m - l)/nz. Then there is a B, > 0 depending 
on ya such that 
exp(B, [ y% I I Re 5’ I\m-1)‘n8 - C I Re 5’ Ii’, d B3 (23) 
for all 5’ in Cfi-1. Also, there is a constant B4 > 0 depending on y, such that 
exp(( y ?a I B, I Im 5’ I~-l)lrn - (R/2) 1 Im 5’ I,) < B4 . 
Thus, we conclude that for every C > 0 there is a KG > 0 and a constant B5 
depending on ym such that 
(24) 
for all 5’ in (Y-1. Using (24) and the Paley-Weiner Theorem (Lemma 5.7.2 
of Hormander [l]), it follows that ti(r, yJ is f or each y% the Fourier transform 
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of an element ~&yr ,..., m-r) = u(yr ,..., yn-r ) yra) of P(R+l) whose 
support is contained in {(yr ,..., y,J E Rn-l : 1 yk j < R for k = 1,2,..., 
and n - 11. For we use the fact that U(c, y,,J is an entire function of 5’ and 
yn and the Cauchy integral theorem to deduce that 
i EW(~‘, y,) 
i aynk 
< k! (I Yn I + w1 
(m - l)! exp(B 1 yn I(1 + j j’ jI)@z-l)‘ili). (25) 
Repeating the argument using (25), we easily deduce that all derivatives of 
a({‘, yJ with respect to yn satisfy an inequality of the form (24). This 
completes the proof that if Q(D) is of the form (3) then (i) and (ii) are satisfied. 
Now we want to show that if(i) and (ii) are satisfied, then Q(D) is necessarily 
of the form (3). 
LEMMA 1. Let Q(D) be an irreducible linear partial differential operator of 
degree nz > 0 with constant coeficients. Suppose that there is a nontrivialfunction 
u in P(R”) satisfying Q(D) u(y) = Ofor ally in R” and u(y) = 0 if 1 ye 1 > R 
for k = 1, 2,..., or n - 1. Then Qm(D) is hyperbolic in the direction N for every 
N in Rn which is not orthogonal to (O,..., 0, 1). 
Proof. We consider the plane Z(N) = (3 E R” : (x, N) = 01, where N is 
a vector in R” that is not orthogonal to (O,..., 0, 1). Let 
B = {x E R” : 1 xii j < R for k = 1,2 ,.,., n - lj, 
Since N, f 0, it is obvious that Z(N) n B is compact. We now need only an 
application of Theorem 5.7.2 of Hiirmander [2] to deduce that unless N is a 
hyperbolic direction, zc vanishes identically in Z(N), and by translations we 
deduce that u vansishes identically, which contradicts the hypothesis of the 
lemma. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose Qm(D) is a homogeneous dz#ermtial operator of degree 
m which is hyperbolic in the direction N = (NI ,..., NJ wheneaer iV, f 0. Then 
there does not exist any (5, ,..., 7z 
number 5 we have 0 (f’$i$ R - 
1 such that for some nonxero complex 
1 1 >.**> Ll +- <N,-, , <NJ = 0 where 
Wl >**-, N:,-, , NJ E R” :; N, f 0. 
Suppose that for some (fr ,..., EnPI) ER+~ we could find a nonzero complex 
number 5 such that 
Qm(& + 0% , (2 + 6Nz ,..., L-1 f 5Nn-, > U%) = 0. (26) 
But Theorem 5.3.3 of Hiirmander [2] tells us that [ must have been real. But 
then we conclude from the hypothesis of the lemma that 
(El + W, , & + 5% ,..-> L, + UJ+, , 0%) 
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is a hyperbolic direction of Qm(D) and, consequently, that 
Qm(& + t-N > ~$2 + L-N, ,..-, &z-l + iN,z-, ,tX) # 0. (27) 
This is a contradiction, and the proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
We suppose hypothesis (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Since (O,..., 0, 1) is a 
noncharacteristic direction of Qm(D), it follows that 
where b S; 0. Since Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 tell us that Q&r ,..., &,-r , 0, 
regarded as a polynomial in 5, has only [ = 0 as a root for all (5, ,..., &n-1> in 
Rn-l, we conclude that a~~,~) = 0 for all p in lV-l with 1 p 1 = m - k for all 
h in (0, l,..., m - l}. Thus, QJD) = bD,“. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
The author was able to prove the following result about systems admitting 
a nontrivial vector valued C* solution with support in an open prism with 
bounded cross section. 
THEOERM 2. Let L be ap x p matrix, each entry of which is a linear partial 
dzjjkrential operator wit/z constant coeficients. Suppose that det(L) is a partial 
dz&rential operator of positive degree. Then (i) there is a norztrivial zi in 
Cm(Rn, V), and u vanstihes outside of an operz prism with bounded cross section 
if, and only if, (ii) there is a nontrivial v in C*(R”) suclz that det(L) v(x) = 0 
for all x in Rn and such that v vansishes outside the same open prisnz with boufzded 
cross section. 
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is trivial. Now suppose (ii) holds. In light of 
Theorem 1 there is no loss of generality in assuming that T = det(L) is of the 
form (3). 
Let r(L) and p denote the Fourier transforms with respect to x1 , xs ,..., 
and x,-r of F(L) and T, respectively. Let Y(xJ U(t;l, xn) denote the 
fundamental solution of p described by Theorem 3.11 of Treves [3]. We can 
use techniques similar to those used in proving Theorem 2 of Cohoon [l] to 
show that the (j, li)-th entry of r(L) fails to annihilate U(r;l, x,J for some j 
and K in (1,2 ,..., p}. Thus, if B(C) is an entire function satisfying (16), the 
function E = r(L) @ satisfies condition (i) of Theorem 2, where v, = 0 for 
I f K, and ok is the inverse Fourier transform with respect to 5’ of 
4(r) U(c, x~). This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
In this theorem, I consider p x p matrices, L, each entry of which is a 
linear partial differential operator with constant coefficients in n independent 
variables. In addition, I assume that det L was a nontrivial partial differential 
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operator of positive degree. I remark that if det(L) = C, a nonzero complex 
number, then the equation 
L+=o 
has no nontrivial solutions in @(R”, 0). On the other hand, it can be shown 
by induction on p that if det L = 0, the equation Lc,~ = 0 has a nontrivial 
solution $ in Com(Rn, 0) with support in an arbitrarily small neighborhood 
of 0. 
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